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The purposeof this sessionis to provide informationon executive compensationplans
in the U.S., with specialemphasison nonqualifieddeferred compensal_onprograms.

MR. SILVIO INGUI: This is the firstof a three-part pensionseminarprogram. During
this and the followingtwo sessions,we will discussvarioustypes of executive
compens_on programs,with special emphasison nonqualifieddeferred compensation
plans in the U.S. For those of you who have the stamina to par_cipatein all three
sessions,we hopeto have you go away _ a working knowledge of executive
benefits. Part 1 of this seminarprogram will providea description and purpose of the
varioustypes of executive compensation plans. In Part 2 we will cover the federal
taxation of these benefits and ERISAissues. Finally,in Part 3 we will conclude our
discussionon variousways to secure these benefitsand some of the actuarial and
accounting implications. We also hope to have some time at the end of each session
to answer any questionsyou may have.

V_/Khme ere two gentlemen who are both attorneyswith extensive experience in the
area of executive compensation. These gentlemenare Andrew Oringerfrom the New
York office of Rogers& Wells and Arthur Woodard from the New York office of Kaye,
Scholer, Fierman, Hays & Handler. Andy is counselat Rogers and Wells, where he is
the senior member of the firm's employee benefitsand executive compensationgroup.
Andy has spoken and written on a broad range of employeebenefit issues. He
earned his law degree with dis_nctionfrom Hof_a, where he was Associate Editorof
The Law Review. He received his MBA from the AdelphiUniversity,and his under-
graduate degree from Duke. Mr. Woodard has been a part_er at Kaye, Scholer,
Rerman, Hays & Handler since 1983, and he heads up that firm's employee benefits
practice. He concentratesprimarilyin the area of mergersand acquisitions,executive
compensation, and fiduciaryissues. He is a graduate of CUNY, with bachelor's and
master's degrees and received his law degree from the New York Law School.

I will begin this sessionwith some backgroundinformationon the growing importance
of nonqualifieddeferred-compensation plansand the descriptionof those plans
typically used to supplement retirement income.

I categorize the reasonsfor the growing importanceof nonqualifieddeferred-
compensation plans into four areas: legislativechanges, growing shift to defined-
contribution plans, attractionand retention of key employees, and tax-sheltered
accumulation.

*Mr. Oringer,nota memberof thesponsoringorganizalJons,is Counselat Rogers& WellsinNew
York, NY.

tMr. Woodard,not amemberof thesponsoringorganizations,is Partnerof Kaye,Scholer,Fierman,
Hays& Handlerin NewYork, NY.
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In the first area, legislative changes, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 (TRA) in many ways
made qualified plans less atlTactive. The first is in the area of plan flexibility. The new
rules regarding vesting, coverage, participation, Social Security integration, definition of
compensation, and general nondiscrimina6on are all aimed at providing lower benefits
to higher paid employees. Many companies discovered that the changes required to
bring their plans in compliance and maintain the pr_TRA benefit levels for their
executives were going to be too costly. Thus, an approach to deal with this problem
is to change the qualified plans to meet pre-TRA benefit levels for lower and middle
management employees, which tends to result in lower qualified benefits for the
senior management. To fill the void, a nonqualified deferred-compensa'don plan could
be implemented for senior management.

The second blow delivered by TRA was greater restrictions on contribution and benefit
limits under Section 415 of the Code. The defined-contribution dollar limit of $30,000
was frozen and will continue to be frozen until the defined-benefit limit reaches
$120,000. The defined-contribulion limit had attained a level of over $45,000 in
1984 just prior to it being reduced to $30,000. Thus, it has been some time since
that defined-contribution dollar limit has been increased. For defined-benefit plans, the
$90,000 maximum dollar benefit that was implemented by TRA was made applicable
at the social security retirement age with actuarial reductions for retirement ages prior
to the social security retirement age, and elimination of the $75,000 floor.

In the area of the 401(k) plans, changes were made to further limit deferrals by senior
management employees. The maximum deferral was reduced to $7,000 for 1989.
This limit is indexed for inflation for years subsequent to 1989. In addition, a more
restrictive average deferral percentage test was implemented, the 401(m) test was
introduced, and the defini'don of "highly compensated employee" was changed.
These changes further restricted the ability for the higher paid to defer compensation.
Finally, a compensation limit of $200,000 was introduced in 1989 that was even
further reduced to $150,000 in 1994.

When all the dust settled, it was very clear that changes in legislation had taken its toll
on qualified benefits for senior management employees. By way of an editorial
comment, I believe that the legislative changes backfired in some respects. They did
accomplish their goal of reducing benefrcsfor senior management. However, it is my
opinion that lower paid and middle management will also be hurt, because many
companies have discontinued and will discontinue their defined-benefit plans in lieu of
less generous defined-contribution plans.

This brings me to the second reason why there is a growing need for nonqualified
deferred-compensation plans, and that is the growing shift to defined-contfibudon
plans.

Many companies have terminated defined-benefit plans and implemented defined-
/_1:50,•,_,,,u,_uuon p,_,_, companies with no retirement plans tend to lean toward

defined-contribution plans, when considering a plan. Defined-contribution plans tend
to produce inadequate benefits for older employees, which in many instances include
the senior management people. Most defined-contribution plans are profit-sharing
plans with no fixed commitment to contributions. Many defined-contribution plans are
just 401 (k) plans where the only employer benefit is a matching contribution. The
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employee who doesn't contribute receives no benefit, and even the highly compen-
sated people who do contribute to the maximum may have their maximum reduced b-
ecause of the inadequate participation among the lower-paid employees.

The jury is still out on defined-contribution plans, and only time will tell if they will
provide adequate retirement income. Companies may wake up some day and find
that their senior management employees cannot afford to retire. Furthermore, the age
discrimination rules currently prohibit mandatory retirement for senior management
people, unless they receive an employer-provided pension of at least $44,000 per
year. This level of benefits may not be readily attainable through a defined-contribu-
tion plan.

The third reason for the growing importance of nonqualified plans is the attraction and
retention of key personnel. In many instances a company's qualified plan may not be
adequate to provide the benefits for key employees. Key employees may be older
and even a qualified defined-benefit plan may not produce sufficient retirement
income. A key employee may want to be kept whole, especially if he is an older
employee and is leaving a company that had a good qualified pension plan under
which he may be forfeiSng some valuable early retirement subsidy as a result of the
move. In some cases, a key employee may require a minimum benefit, such as 50%
of pay, in order to make a move. Since benefit and compensation limits may restrict
the company's ability to provide the required level of benefits under a qualified
arrangement, a nonqualified program may be the best means to provide the benefits.

Another useful application for nonqualified plans is when the qualified plan is not
sufficiently flexible to provide the benefits that key employees may desire. Nondis-
crimination rules generally prevent special consideration being given to the key
employees. However, you can tailor a nonqualified plan to the specific needs of the
key employee(s). Special features, such as early retirement subsidies and fully
subsidized surviving spouse benefits, can be provided through a nonqualified plan,
which may not be practical through a qualifiedplan. The nonqualifiedplan can also
be used to provideSocial Securityintegration. As a resultof TRA, some companies
decided to adopt a simpler, nonintegratedqualifiedplan and providethe integrated
portionthrough a nonqualifiedplan. Another example might be to use base compen-
sation only in the qualifiedplan, and all compensationin the nonqualifledplan for the
execul_es.

The final reason for what I see as the growing importance and use of nonqualified
plans is for tax-sheltered capital accumulation. As I discussed earlier, a senior
employee's ability to defer compensation under a qualified plan was significantly
reduced and restricted by legislation. Some key employees may wish to defer large
portions of their bonuses or other compensations, or you may have situations where
directors are looking to defer their directors' fees. Currently the only effective vehicle
for doing this is through a nonqualified deferred compensation plan.

Having discussed the reasons for the growing importance of nonqualified plans, let's
now look at some of the more common types used to supplement retirement These
are ERISA excess benefit plans, top hat or supplemental executive retirement plans
(SERPs),salary deferral compensation plans, and Section 457 plans.
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An ERISA excess benefit plan is defined under Section 3(36) of ERISA as a plan
maintained by an employer solely for the purpose of providing benefits to certain
employees in excess of limitations on contribu'dons and benefits imposed by Section
415 of the Code. This type of plan does not have to cover a select group. How-
ever, it would be quite rare if an ERISA excess plan needed to cover lower paid or
middle management employees, since typically benefits and conl_ibutions for lower
paid and middle management are not affected by Section 415 limits.

An ERISA excess plan is exempt from the reporting and disclosure, coverage, vesting,
funding, and fiduciary requirements of ERISA. In addition, they all are not subject to
the nondiscrimination rules.

The second type, and probably the most common type of nonqualified plan, is what
we call the top hat plan or SERP. This is typically an unfunded plan maintained by an
employer primarily for the purpose of providing deferred compensation for a select
group of management or highly compensated employees. It can provide benefits
restricted beyond those that are restricted by Section 415. For example, the compen-
sation limitation is not a Section 415 restriction, but a Section 401 (a)(17) restriction.
Thus, if the plan provides the benefits lost as a result of the compensation limits, you
will have a top hat plan.

Unlike an ERISAexcess plan, a top hat plan must only cover a "select group" to
avoid subjecting the plan to ERISA coverage. Top hat plans also have to be con-
structed very carefully to avoid constructive receipt issues that can lead to early
taxation of the benefits.

Finally, although a properly designed top hat plan is not subject to ERISA, it is
however, subject to a one-time filing with the Department of Labor, and to the ERISA
claim procedures.

Another type of nonqualified plan is salary deferral compensation plan. This is
probably the simplest type of nonqualified plan. It basically allows a select group of
highly compensated or management employees to defer receipt of all or a portion of
their compensation to a later date.

MR. ARTHUR F. WOODARD: Silvio, I just wanted to add one thing before you
continue. From a lawyer's point of view, where we typically see actuaries getting
involved in the SERP area is when the executive that you are trying to attract is
looking to make up the benefit he's lost, in one fashion or another, and/or to get
some bang for the buck. What I've seen the actuaries come in and do is determine
how to structure that. Do you give the person an acceleration of years with his new
employer on the nonqualified arrangement? In other words, does the person get two
years for every one or three years for every one that he or she actually works? Do
you just give him or her all past service with the prior employer for purposes of that,
or do you do something else? Also, how do you arrive at the present value of a lump
sum? What interest rates are you going to use? How are you going to deal wffJ_
that? Are you going to make it very rich for the person even if he or she only stays a
year or two, or are you going to make the person stay a number of years? What
form are you going to pay it in? If it's going to be a lump sum at all, what is the cost
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of that? We've had a lot of interchange on the actuarial side in that area more than
any other that we're talking about now.

MR. INGUI: The last type of nonqualified plan that I wish to discuss is called a
Section 457 plan. TRA basically made your traditional top hat plans unavailable to
tax-exempt organizations. However, it did extend Section 457 of the Code to tax-
exempt organizations. Prior to that, Section 457 basically applied to just state and
local government or enl_des of state and local government.

Section 457 plans fall into two categories: eligible plans and ineligible plans. Eligible
plans must meet the six specific requirements under Code Section 457. First, the
plan must be established and maintained by an eligible employer, which is a state or
political subdivision of a state or organizations exempt from tax under subtitle A of the
Code. Second, only individuals who perform services for these employers may be
participants. Third, the maximum deferral for any taxable year is 97,500, or one third
of the includable compensation if less. That amount is reduced by any amounts
contributed under tax-deferred annuity plans (i.e., 403(b) plans), and under grand-
fathered cash and deferred arrangements. The law eliminated the use of 401 (k) plans
by tax-exempt organizations, but grandfathered those that were already in place.
Thus, if a tax-exempt organization has a 401 (k) plan, and its employees are contrib-
uting to that plan, then those contributions reduce the limit under the Section 457
plan. The Section 457 limit is also reduced for any simplified employee pension (SEP)
plan contributions under 402(h)(1)(B) of the Code and for contributions to Section
501(c)(18) plans. An exception to the $7,500 limit applies during the three taxable
years prior to normal retirement. In these years, the limit is $15,000, or if less, the
sum of the regular limit and the maximum deferrals from prior years that were not
used.

The fourth requirement is that compensation may be deferred for a month if a deferral
agreement has been entered into before the beginning of such month. Fifth, the
distributions may not be made to participants or beneficiaries earlier than (1) the
calendar year in which the participant attains age 70.5; (2) when the participant
separates from the employer's service; or (3) when the participant is faced with an
unforeseeable emergency. Finally, the plan cannot be funded. That means the assets
of the plan remain the assets of the employer.

If the six requirements are mot, then the parlJcipants' deferrals are not taxable until
they are paid or made available to participants. Thus, in this respect an eligible 457
plan does resemble to some respect a qualified plan. If a 457 plan does not meat all
six of these requirements, it is considered an ineligible 457 plan. An ineligible 457
plan thus resembles the more traditional nonqualified plan of a taxable company. The
main difference though is that under an ineligible plan, the participant is taxed when
the amount ceases to be subject to a risk of forfeiture. For ineligible plans, this tends
to be when the participant becomes vested, whereas, in your typical nonqualified
plan, that doesn't occur until theoretically the participant receives the benefits.

When the law was changed, there was some grandfathefing for those tax-exempt
organizations that had the traditional nonqualified plans. Basically the law said that, if
there was anagreement in writing on or before August 16, 1986 and it provided for
the deferral of either a fixed amount or an amount determined pursuant to a fixed
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formula, then that plan was grandfathered and could continue under its terms until
and unless the benefit formula or the fixed amount was modified.

Andy Oringer will discuss some of the other types of executive compensation plans
that are not the traditional retirement supplement plans. These are severance plans,
stock plans, and golden parachute plans.

MR. ANDREW L. ORINGER: I'd like to just mention a thing or two about 457 plans,
only because what I'm most directly going to speak about next is severance plans,
and some problems that arise with 457 plans serve as a good lead-in to certain of the
issues relating to severance plans.

As Silvio mentioned, tax-exempt employers are stuck with the 457 limit. If, in fact, a
plan is established by a tax-exempt employer and the deferrals under the plan exceed
the relatively low limits provided under Section 457, then there is current inclusion of
income at least at the time that the person vests. As we will talk about later, when
you're dealing with nonqualified deferred compensation, while it is all well and good to
talk in theory about taxation prior to someone's actual receipt of the money, the fact
of the matter is that plans are almost invariably structured so that you do not have
taxation prior to the time that the money is received. You can have a very compli-
cated set of rules that say that it's no big deal except that in this case, there may be
taxation before receipt. What that really means in practice is that the plan is probably
structured to avoid that rule. Thus in the case, for example, of the tax-exempt
employer that establishes an ineligible 457 plan, as Silvio mentioned, the result will be
that upon vesting the person is taxed whether or not he or she has received the
money. However, in 99 out of 100 cases you won't have a plan that will have a
situation where there is no possibility of receipt, or in fact, no actual receipt at the
time of vesting if that vesting leads to taxation. Again, what you have there is a
result under which you will not get taxed until receipt even though the hoops you
have to jump through may be complicated.

For a tax-exempt employer with a Section 457 plan, it may be extremely limited to
the kinds of deferred compensation that it can provide to its executives in a sensible
fashion. I've heard two justifications for this limitation for tax-exempts. One is that
you don't have the normal tension in the case of tax-exempt employers that you
would in a for-profit situation, where the employer ordinarily, in a taxable context,
would desire to get an early tax deduction for the payment of the compensation. As
we will discuss later, in the case of nonqualified deferred compensation, the deduction
will wait until the payment. If you work with qualified plans a lot, there results a
timing mismatch where the deduction arises prior to payment. Nonqualified deferred-
compensation deductions wait until payment, so you have, on the one hand, in the
for-prof¢ case, the employer trying to get an earlier deduction, while the employee is
saying, "No, no, no, hold the money back, t prefer later inclusion." Thus, there's a
kind of a tension there where the employer might desire to have current payment and
the employee might desire to have deferred payment. So Congress is happy with
nonqualified deferred-compensation where the money is just all put out later because,
although the employee defers taxes, the employer loses a current deduction. In the
case of a tax-exempt, the employer could care less. It doesn't pay taxes, so deduc-
tions are generally irrelevant. There is no tension there, and if the employee comes to
the employer and says, "Pleasedefer my payments at least from a purely tax
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deduction point," the employer might say, "Fine." Obviously there is a whole lot of
other factors that might go into whether or not the employer would agree to that, but
in terms of the pure tension on the tax deduction side, it's not there.

The second juslJfication I've heard is that tax-exempt employers just frankly have
enough in the way of tax benefits, and we want to simply limit any other tax benefits
that tax-exempt employers could have, including the ability to provide tax-deferred
compensation to employees.

What is a tax-exempt employer to do? This is what takes us to the next topic, which
is severance. There is an exception in Section 457 for payment under severance
plans. Before I discuss severance plans, I want to emphasize that, even though I
have used Section 457 as a springboard to discuss severance, the concept of a
severance plan as a way to provide nonqualified deferred compensation, as I believe
Ar_ur is going to have something to say about it before we are done with the topic,
has much broader implications than to just the Section 457/tax-exempt area.

There is a provision in ERISA where a severance plan will not be deemed to be an
ERISA pension plan. The advantages of that is that you will not be required to
comply with many of the ERISA requirements, most notably funding (i.e., se_ng aside
assets separate from the claims and creditors of the employer). If a severance plan
were required to be funded, you would not only have a problem with the fact that the
employer has no desire to fund it as a business matter, but also you could have a
very tricky and adverse tax consequences to the employee. In addition, such things
as vesting and eligibility requirements provided under ERISA would not apply to a
severance plan if it is deemed not to be a pension plan. It would technically be
deemed to be a welfare plan.

Section 457 contains, as I said, an exception for severance plans. Many, therefore,
have been taking the position that, if you set up a plan that is a severance plan for
purposes of ERISA, and therefore not a pension plan but rather a welfare plan, you
can then do that without regard to the Section 457 limitations because section 457
does not apply to severance plans. The IRS has stated in a number of speeches that
just because you are a severance plan for ERISA does not necessarily mean you're a
severance plan for 457 purposes, so therefore if you structure a severance plan that
meets the ERISA rules for being a "welfare plan" rather than a pension plan, it does
not necessarily mean that the IRS will agree with you that you have successfully
defeated 457. I would like now to discuss severance plans mere generally and leave
457 behind, because the significance of doing a severance plan that is qualified for
ERISA purposes goes well beyond 457. It is very important that you not be subject
to ERISA if you do a severance plan so that you exempt yourselves from the funding,
vesting, and eligibility rules of ERISA.

MR. WOODARD: The only thing I would add to that is that 457 and 403 used to
essentially be back orders. Nobody paid a lot of attention to them. The universities
had them, the hospitals had them. They were just there. Everybody is paying
attention today. If you represent a hospital in particular, or if you represent a
university, you're probably also going to have to pay attention to it in the next year or
two. The IRS has audit programs going in most of the big cities aimed at hospitals,
and where they start is the 403(b) and then they go typically to 457. Section 457 is
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basically useless if you have a 403(b) plan because of the offset of the $7,500 limit
for 403(b). The tax-exempts had a huge appetite to get around 457 beginning in
1986 when the rules changed, and many consultants sold a lot of plans that were
"bona fide" severance plans or other types of plans that are not subject to the Section
457 limits. The IRS doesn't like this, and t'm involved in a couple of audits regarding
this. The IRS people foam at the mouth over those programs and pound the table
and say, "That's not bona fide." They are very serious. They are talking about
pulling tax exemptions for tax exempts over these issues. Whether that's a negotiat-
ing ploy or not, I'm not able to say at this point. If you represent any major tax-
exempt, and you haven't heard something about it already, you might gain some
points by mentioning to them that if they have one of these programs, they should
think about taking a look at the situation in advance. Obviously, the tRS is somewhat
limited in its ability to audit, but it is out there, and it is very active. In a recent
speech, the IRSindicated it was extending the audit to universities. So far it's been
hospitals, but the exact quote was, "Universities are big businesses, too, so we're
going to take a look at them." It's a money raiser from the perspective of the IRS, at
a minimum. If you screwed up these rules, you owe taxes. You owe taxes with
interest, with penalties. It becomes a very big number, very fast.

MR. ORINGER: Something that Arthur just said is worthy of going back to. People
forget sometimes that tax-exempt organizations are not just the private foundation
down the street or the comer charity, but real, real, real big business. When
Congress limits a tax-exempt organization's ability to provide deferred compensation, it
puts the tax-exempt organization at a tremendous disadvantage in the workplace in
terms of competing for top executives. The highest level executives of tax-exempt
organizations can be extremely high-powered people with extremely rich compensa-
tion packages, notwithstanding that the organization is a "not-for-profit." There is a
tremendous appetite, to use Arthur's word, for some of these organizations to figure
out a way to compete with the for-profits for this top executive talent. Again, to go
further on something that Arthur just mentioned in terms of the IRS pounding the
table and doing a lot of speeches trying to scare people away from doing certain
things, in this severance plan area, it is very frustrating. You have Section 457,
which says that a severance plan is fine. You have Congress having done that at a
time when ERISAregulations, which we're about to talk about, say here is an
example of a severance plan. You have the IRSsaying, we don't know what the
rules mean and we're not going to tell you, at least officially, whether or not the
ERISA severance plan rules should be used as guidance for determining whether or
not you have a severance plan exempt from 457. This is something we're going to
talk about later. This runs through a lot of what the IRS does in this area.

With no rules in place, the IRS is saying, "Here's what we think. We think this
doesn't work." It's almost this culture of unofficial rule making because the
speeches, as you may know, get extremely broad play. In a situation where some-
body again goes to a lawyer to see whether he or she can do a severance plan that's
exempt for 457, now the lawyer is put in the position of saying, "There are no rules,
but there is this lore that has developed where the IRS, we know, from its speeches,
believes that the severance for 457 doesn't work." Then the question becomes,
what does the client say; what does the lawyer say? Do you say, "Gee, I'm really
nervous about the IRS's position, I guess I won't do this"? Or do you say as some
have said, "I'm not going to conduct my business in fear of a sequence of IRS
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speeches. I'm going to look at the authority I have and proceed on a reasonable
basis"? It remains to be seen as to whether or not the IRS, with the official authority
not out there, is successful at taking out programs that might work based on what
limited authority we have. It also remains to be seen what kind of sympathies the
ultimate decision maker, the tax court judge or district court judge, would have for the
IRS or for the tax-exempt or anybody else in this kind of a case. When we get into
some of the election rules in nonqualified deferred compensation, a disproportionate
amount of the rules are developing through this network of speeches because of the
lack of hard authority out there, and it becomes very difficult to practice in the area,
as a consequence of it.

To go back now to the heart of the severance plan, forge_ng about 457s, forgm'ting
about all of this, because as I said, it is extremely important when you're doing a
severance plan to not be subject to ERISA if you're looking at it as a method of
providing deferred compensation. The ERISArules have a safe harbor. It's important
to recognize that the regulations on ERISA, which say that here's an example of a
severance plan that is a welfare plan and therefore exempt from the more onerous of
ERISA's rules, are a safe harbor. If you don't do what I'm about to list, it doesn't
mean you're not a severance plan. In fact, in at least one case the Depar'mnentof
Labor has taken an agreement that does not technically meet the regulatory safe
harbor for severance plans and has said it qualifies anyway. That is sort of a rare
case, but it can happen. Most companies do lly to conform to the safe harbor
because of the ramificalJons of actively being an ERISA pension plan are not good if
you've done it without structuring it in accordance with the ERISA rules. The first
requirement of the safe harbor is that payments are not directly or indirectly contingent
upon an employee's retiring. The word redring there being a term of art, and it's as
distinguished from any termination of employment.

What does that mean? That means that if I'm doing a program that's attempting to
provide deferred compensation and I want to stretch payments out over a long period
of time and I want to say, everybody who is 55 years old can go out and, as a
supplement to the pension plan, we will give you this severance to tack on to your
pension benefit, it will be unfunded. It is not subject to ERISA. You will get it for ten
years, 15 years, maybe it will be for life. Who knows what it will be? That will be,
at least to the Department of Labor, a real problem, because if the people eligible for
the plan are either explicitly at or, depending on the age of the people who you have
captured by operation, if they're nearing retirement age, the Department of Labor will
take the position that the plan is contingent upon the employee's retirement, and will
then say that it is not a safe harbor severance plan. The Department of Labor will
then say that the plan is out of the safe harbor, it is not a severance plan at all,
therefore, it is an ERISA pension plan, therefore where's your funding? Where's your
eligibility? Where's your vesting? Where's any number of other things? When I say
eligibility, I'm not talking about discrimination-type eligibility. I'm talking about things
like you can't make somebody have more than a year of service before being eligible.

These are things that people do not intend to comply with when doing severance
plans, whether they be ordinary severance plans, or these kind of deferred compen-
sation severance plans. It's a real treacherous endeavor to do a severance plan in the
case of some kind of an early retirement or retirement program. You have to be very
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careful that you're not either explicitly or by operation having the payments be directly
or indirectly contingent upon an employee's retiring.

The ability to use severance for this purpose is limited, at least under the safe harbor.
The total payments being made under the plan cannot be in excess of twice compen-
sation. You take the person's final compensation, and you multiply it by two.
Depending on who you're talking about, that can be a fairly large amount, and that is
the amount of money you can pay out under the severance plan. A very important
point here is for this purpose the "kitchen sink" is included in the definition of compen-
sation: pension benefits, welfare benefits, fringe benefits, anything in the nature of
compensation. So if you have a faidy highly paid executive who has a lot of perks
and real good medical benefits and a pension benefit, and you add that to his taxable
compensa'don and then multiply that times two, you may get somewhere with a
severance plan. You may find the ability to provide a fairly decent amount of deferred
compensation under the severance plan. Even though the two times compensation
limitation sounds somewhat restrictive, it isn't necessarily the worst thing in the world.

Finally, the payments have to be made over a fairly circumscribed period. You can't
play them out forever. In the case of a limited program of terminations--and again be
careful dealing with early retirement w_ndows because you might run afoul of the
contingent upon retirement rule--you have to pay out either over two years, or you
can extend out in two years past the normal retirement age. So that, in the case of a
reduction in force, for example, gives you a fairly decent period of time potentially
over which to pay out. If it's not a limited program, then you have to essentially pay
out over two years.

The last point about severance is that, if you're dealing with one or two people and
you're working out an individual arrangement with them, you may want to make the
argument that the thing is not a plan at all and therefore not subject to ERISA at all.
That is a bit of a treacherous argument and ordinarily the attorney will propose
structuring it assuming that the individual arrangement is in fact a plan. But, depend-
ing on the appropriate circumstance, it may be worthwhile to explore taking the
position that the arrangement is not a plan subject to ERISA at all. That will not
mean, just as in the case of a welfare plan severance plan, that you're done. That's
the ERISA funding side. That's the ERISA vesting eligibility other rules side. You still
have to watch the tax consequences. The rules we'll be discussing later, relating to
the taxation of nonqualified deferred compensation, will apply to any deferred compen-
sation, whether or not in the nature of a severance plan, so you have to make sure
that the money is again not taxed until actually received. I think with that, it makes
sense now to go to a much more mainstream area in which deferred compensation
is provided, a not forgotten, not missed area, which is the area of stock and other
equity-type compensation, and Arthur will start off on that topic.

MR. WOODARD: Let me start out with something that I guess is fairly obvious.
Again, Andy used the word tension in that area. We're talking about a tension-filled
area in a lot of different ways. What the lawyers are typically doing in this, let's be
very clear about it, is structuring ways to get the most money to executives on the
most favored tax basis. These are big dollars typically. We'll talk about golden
parachutes. The first golden parachute I ever worked on, the executive got $58
million at the end of the day. We can be talking very big numbers. The IRS sees
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those numbers, it doesn't like those numbers, and it doesn't like some of the things
that people try to do. We structured one of the first indemnity insurance products
that we'll talk about later. The IRS did not like it one little bit. The IRS spent six
years jawboning about it. The IRS people, like Andy said, spoke at every American
Bar Association (ABA) meeting, and hated it. They waited about seven and a half
years to finally come out with a ruling on a different product where they gratuitously
slapped the product we had created seven years before.

It's a tremendous amount of tension. I'll be a little more critical than Andy was; I call
it legislation by speech. You have to pay attention to what they're saying, but what
they're saying isn't necessarily the state of the law. The lawyers very often, at least,
would be pushed to push the envelope as far as they can to say, "What really is the
risk continuum here?" You fund it totally today, you're dead. It's unfunded, as Andy
will talk about, you're probably totally safe. What's in between? We'll talk more
about the things that are more questionable later. Right now I have the ability to talk
about stuff that's pretty clean.

MR. ORINGER: There's an irony. So many memos that I write on nonqualified
deferred compensation start off by saying, here is the IRS's position with the next
sentence being, "However, many employers do not strictly conform to the IRS
position."

MR. WOODARD: Or, here is the IRS position and here's the law, which also doesn't
conform very often.

MR. ORINGER: Right, and it's an odd result because, often when you're talking to
the client, there's not a realawareness that there are a large number of people who
believe that what the IRS is saying is just wrong. If a person read in the paper that
the IRS has come out and said here's what you can or can't do, then that person
would put down the paper assuming here's what you can or can't do.

MR. WOODARD: The real problem is what you can or can't do reallydepends on
whether you're really ready to go to court about it. There's no area that the IRS has
done worse in court than nenqualified deferred compensation. It has lost, beginning in
1944 with the Veit case, just about everything it has I_gatad for the last 50 years.
Whether that will continue, I don't know. However, nobody wants to litigate it, so
very few people push it to the extreme limit. The question is how far you are willing
to push it.

Stock plans and stock in general are also things that have become very hot. It's hard
to pick up a newspaper today in any week, The Journal, The 77rues,whatever your
local paper is, where you don't see some kind of an arlJcleor some kind of a state-
ment by the chairperson of CaliforniaPublic Employees' Retirement System or the
chairperson of New York State Pension Fund or somebody else basicallysaying,
"Aha, there's not enough of an identity between corporate execulJvesand the
corporations they're running. They're making big bucks arid the corporations are
going clown the tube, and we're going to have proxy fights, or we're not going to
vote for management, or we're net going to support the program. We're going to do
something because we believe that there has to be checks and balances." One of
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the checks and balances that I'll talk about is Section 162(m), which sets an absolute
limit on the ability to deduct, on certain kinds of compensation, unless it is
performance based. The reason Section 162(m) has the performance base is because
people have made a decision, again, mostly in the newspapers, that if you get
compensation that's based on some measure of performance, it's fine, whereas if you
get it based on what people believe is not a measure of performance, it's definitionally
bad and the Treasury should not subsidize it. The answer is probably somewhere in
the middle of those two positions. The politicians don't like middle, so they made an
absolute rule.

The easiest kind of stock plan for people to understand is plain old garden variety
stock options. They're just what they sound like. It's an option to buy stock in the
future. There are two kinds, one is lovely from a lawyer's point of view because he
or she doesn't have any restrictions basically, that's nonqualified stock op'dons. It's
just what it sounds like. It's nonqualified. It does not have to jump through any real
hoops. It's an option given to an executive, typically at fair market value on the date
of grant, but not required to be fair market value on the date of grant. It is exercis-
able at some time in the future, generally somewhere between three years and ten
years, and exercisable to a price that the stock will be whatever the date it is exer-
cised. It has no real rules. It can be issued at a discount. I'll come back to the tax
treatment of that in a second.

You took at that versus what's called an incentive stock option (ISO), which is, in
effect, a qualified stock option. There was an old qualified stock option in the Code,
so the IRS came out with ISOs to give it another name. The incentive that it was
supposed to be, as we'll see on the tax side, is a different tax treatment than you get
with nonqualifieds. ISOs don't have a lot of the problems the other things have, but
they do have a fair number of statutory rules that you do have to meet. They must
be granted a fair market value on the date of grant. You have to hold them for one
year from the date of exercise and two years from the date of grant in order to get
the favorable tax treatment. They can't exceed ten years as a plan. There are eight
or ten rules that you have to go through.

The tax treatment of the two arrangements again is quite different. The nonqualified
option is taxable as ordinary income on exercise on the difference between the then
fair market value of the stock and the exercise price (i.e., it is includable as ordinary
income to the employee and the employer receives a tax deduction).

On the ISO, the rule is no tax on grant, no tax on exercise, but tax on disposition
equal, at a capital gains tax rate, between the value then and the value when
granting. There is no tax deduction for the employer ever. The incentive in
Congress' mind was capital gains rates for the employee. If you think back to about
1980 when ISOs came in, there was a very substantial difference between capital
gains rates and ordinary, income rates. Thus, the game in 1981 and 1982 was to put
in ISOs. Everybody wanted ISOs because everybody wanted capital gains, 20%
versus 50%. Then the Reagan Congress changed the rules and made the rates level.
Now the issue was, executives are getting capital gains, but the employers are not
getting a deduction, versus nonqualified plans where the executives were getting an
inclusion at ordinary income, but the companies were getting a deduction, which was
better. When you run the numbers, the nonqualifieds became better then because
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the value of the deduction obviously was worth something. What happened then?
We structured programs where the employer would give up some of the value of its
deduction to the employee to make up to the employee any difference between
ordinary income and capital gains, if there was any. We shifted and we went to the
nonqualified options being the favorite, and everybody put in nonqualified options
plans. I'm exaggerating a little because most of the time you put in both, but you
used one.

Today we're back to where the rates are somewhat different, and everybody is again
saying which one is better. I think I'm seeing more ISOs come in today than non-
qualifieds, but it is not heavy on either end in my practice. Maybe we're sort of in the
middle today. It will change again. Maybe they'll drive capital gains to 15% or 12%
or who knows where, and we'll go back to ISOs being the favorite.

MR. ORINGER: My experience has been that, while ISOs are definitely being more
considered and are coming back a little bit because the rate gap is not nearly what it
was at the time, nonqualifieds are still the rule. Combined with the fact that you're
not in a mid-to-late 1980s mindset, where companies thought it was fine to give
away anything to the benefit of the company so long as it was to the benefit of the
execu'dve. I'm seeing a lot of decision makers saying, if I have to give up the
deduction, I don't want to do this for my executives. I don't believe that was the
mindset of the 1980s.

MR. WOODARD: Neither option as of today, unless it is granted at a discount, has
any real accounting impact at all. If a nonqualified is granted at a discount, it does
seem logical to say that at least that portion of it should be a charge on the corpora-
tion's books, because you're clearly giving something in most people's minds today
even though, of course, the stock could drop and wipe away that.

The FASB has said--there's actually more going on than that. What's happening
here is, we're giving you an option, which we recognize for tax purposes has no
readily ascertainable fair market value, but everybody knows it is worth something.
You have all kinds of modeling programs out there that model an option. It's worth
something. We ought to put it on the balance sheet today to show that the corpora-
tion has given up some of its assets to the executives. I think the FASB first floated
that about 1985 or 1986. However, this year in particular, the FASB got very serious
about requiring a charge to earnings, and had a series of open meetings and discus-
sions. However, recently they withdrew the proposal for this year, because they ran
into a firestorm of testimony against it again with even the Clinton Administration and
a lot of Congress waving a small business flag that this will kill high-tech companies
that give out tremendous amounts of compensation in options. I think a lot of that
discussion was as bogus as the discussion on the side of responsibility of corporate
America, but nevertheless, it was withdrawn this year. I suspect it will come back. I
suspect that it will be something that companies will have to live with, and again,
logic would say that there is some merit to it. I do think if somebody offered us
50,000 shares of IBM, most of us would think we've received something of value at
the point that we received the piece of paper that said we had 50,000 shares to
exercise, even though we haven't received a discount. I think we would expect over
the next five years that the value would go up.
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Stock appreciation rights (SARs) are the next type of plan to discuss. That's really the
same thing as saying to you, I am simply giving you a phantom right to the increase
in the value of my stock, starting today to some point in the future. Why do you use
these rather than options or rather than a lot of other different techniques? Because
an SAR is pretty easy. It's a piece of paper. You start out wi_ the price today. You
look at the price in the future, and you don't have to deal wi_ a lot of bells or
whistles. Very often when push comes to shove and the person has the right to the
amount, theoretically that gain can be paid in stock. You would think that, since this
is a "stock plan," it would be paid in stock. In point of fact, most of the l_me it's paid
in cash. It's just another form of bonus in effect. It is a golden handcuff. All of
these things are essentially a form of golden handcuff. There again, the term is just
what it sounds like, if you haven't heard it. You're handcuffed to the company for
three years, four years, five years. The handcuffs are golden, because if you stay for
the time period that is required under the arrangement and the stock performs the
way it is expected, you will get a lot of money. The trade-off again, and the explana-
tion for it under the business judgment rule and other rules, is that giving up this
compensation is beneficial to the employee because the only way he or she gets it is
by staying. It's not like giving a $1 million bonus and just seeing the person then give
his or her resignation a day later. Something positive has to happen for the employee
to get the gain.

SARs are often granted in tandem with options typically with nonqualified options
because basically you use one and give up the other depending on whether you want
stock or cash typically. The SARs are typically given in cash. Thus, if the person is
given 1,000 options and 1,000 SARs, when the time comes that he or she has the
right to exercise either and can take a look and decide, the person wants to exercise
his or her options because he or she gets the stock and believes the stock is worth
something. Alternatively, he or she can say I want the cash and exercise the SARs.

I want to talk a little bit about so-called cashless exercise programs. Typically, for
example, where if an executive has an option, exercisable at $10 a share, and the
stock has gone up to $20, he has to go out-of-pocket for the $10 to actually exercise
his option. The company then gives him the stock, and he can go out and sell the
stock, and get his $10 back plus the appreciation. However, he's out-of-pocket for
some period of time, and most execu'dves don't want to go out-of-pocket for any-
thing. Under the cashless exercise program, the company enters into an agreement
with a broker. The broker, using the t"_e-day sale period, basically sells enough of the
stock on day one, even though you don't really have it. The broker sells it on day
one, gets the proceeds, which are used for the exercise, and then has the stock from
the exercise to actually deliver, it's just a shuffling of paper. This is just a way to
allow the executive to have part of the gain or enough of the gain to pay the taxes.
It has become very popular. Virtually every client I have above a medium-sized
company that has an option plan has some form of cashless exercise program with a
brokerage firm.

MR. ORINGER: Something we'll be discussing at a later session is 16(b)3, SEC rules
on short-swing trading of stock (i.e., essentially purchases and sales of stock within
six months of each other), and the possible need to disgorge profits, if you're an
executive who has done that. That issue sort of floats around and works its way

through a lot of the things that Arthur has mentioned on the stock plans and some of
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the things that I'm going to be mentioning. I don't think we should pepper this part
of the discussion with 16(b)-type issues. It applies only to public companies, and I
think it's better left to the end, but I just wanted to mention it.

Restricted stock is a type of property that is transferred to an executive for services.
It happens to be a very common type of property. It's stock subject to a vesting
requirement, and as you work, you vest into the restricted stock over time by
performing services and meeting certain hurdles. There are a lot of variations on this,
but the most common would be, for example, here is 100,000 shares of stock. If
you're still here in five years, they're yours. Maybe there will be some rights of first
refusal, but basically as you vest in the stock, it becomes yours, unrestricted.

The taxation of this kind of a transfer is under Section 83 of the Internal Revenue

Code. Section 83 provides that you are taxed on the transfer of restricted property at
the first time that the property ceases to be restricted or where the property becomes
transferable free of the restrictions. That last prong is really probably more technical
than practical. I think in the real world, in 99 out of 100 restricted stock plans, what
you're really talking about is, when the forfeiture restriction comes off, then you're
going to be subject to taxation when you have the rights to do with the stock what
you wish. You have to be careful here where you're talking about closely held stock,
to address a rule that I mentioned earlier, which is that generally these plans are
structured so that you do not get taxed until you receive the compensation. In the
case of closely held stock, you're technically going in accordance with that concept
because you're taxed when you have the unrestricted right to the stock. But if, in
fact, you can't do anything with that stock because it is closely held and there's no
real market, you just have to be careful that you haven't put the executive in an
untenable position of taxation before really being able to enjoy the compensation.

There are a couple of issues relating to what it means to have a forfeiture condition,
the most common being a years of service requirement. Other types of forfeiture
conditions that are less clearly effective to defer taxation would be things such as
requiring a person to comply with a noncompete or requiring a person to continue to
perform consulting services after termination of employment. The IRS would look
extremely hard at provisions like that in any kind of an agreement for fear that it is a
sham.

On the other hand, of course, if in fact, that requirement to perform consulting
services is bona fide and the former employer really does request that the employee
continue to perform consulting services and they're substantial, then there's every
possibilitythat the arrangement will be effective to forestall the taxation until the close
of the period. You alsohave to make sure that, while you're busy forestalling
taxation, you're in fact being consistentwith the businessgoalsof beth the employer
and the employee. The employeemight be extremelysurprisedif it isn't carefully
communicated that, when he or she terminates employment,he or she is still subject
to a real genuine risk of forfeiture. Everybodyhas to be of one mind when the
arrangement is finalizedon things that people are doing purportedlyto satisfy tax
requirementsthat might have real results.

When the person vests, the taxation under Section 83 will be ordinaryincome. The
reasonbeing that this is deemed to be a compensatory transfer and therefore should
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just be treated as wages. Arthur mentioned earlier that in ISOs, you do not get a
deduction, and that's really very consistent because with ISOs there is the special tax
treatment that you get capital gains. Capital gains are sort of out of the compensa-
tory arena, so consistent with that, the employer can't get a deduction. Also there's
a more general trade-off on Congress's part to say, if we're going to give the
employee capital gains, we're simply not going to give the employer a deduction.
There is some consistency there. Here, this is ordinary income when the restrictions
come off, and as ordinary income, the employer gets a deduction. A word of caution
here, the IRStakes the position, and I believe there's actually a court case pending as
we speak challenging the IRS's view on this, that if the employer does not properly
withhold on the compensation that gets paid, then the deduction is lost. This
withholding issue can be a treacherous one, especially in the closely held company
context where the stock may not be liquid. I'm not going to get into great detail
about what you have to do with tax withholding, but make sure whenever you're
doing one of these plans, that it is very much on the table that tax withholding
requirements have to be satisfied. These tax withholding requirements can be
significant, and you may have to do some very careful structuring to make sure that
the employee is not put in the position of having to come up with a substantial
amount of cash to satisfy the employer's tax withholding requirements, with stock
that he cannot liquidate to satisfy that cash. The last thing you want to do is put an
executive in the position where he has to really hurt himself on cash flow for the
benefit of getting something that he really can't do anything with at the time because
it's not readily tradable. In the case of publicly traded stock, the issue may not be as
significant, although we may have 16(b) issues.

The exception to this tax treatment is under Section 83(b), where the employee is
given the right when he receives property--and this is not available under options - to
make the 83(b) election, and to recognize income at the time of transfer. Take the
hypothetical case where the person is given stock that is going to vest over five
years. The employee can say, I want the tax now or I want to take that income right
now. You can take it into income even forgetting about the vesting restriction. It will
be the full value of the property transferred. Why would you do that? You would do
it because that closes off the compensatory aspect of the transaction, and therefore
that's the end of the wage treatment. Appreciation in the stock after that time will be
en1_ded to again the capital gains, and consistent with the way ISOs are treated and
consistent with this whole compensation/gain structure, the difference in appreciation
after the compensation element closes off and to the actual sale of the stock is not a
deduction to the employer. Again, that's not considered compensation. The employ-
ee is getting a benefit of capital gains. Therefore, the employer doesn't get a deduc-
tion. However, you do get a deduction for the initial amount that is recognized as
income, again consistent with the fact that amount is considered compensation and
wages and therefore subject to taxation and withholding. The most common area in
which this 83(b) election is used, although it is used in a host of areas, with such
things as founders stock or starter company stock, is where the initial accelerated
income hit occurs when the stock may be worth next to nothing. Thus, for a couple
of pennies of tax up-front, you convert the entire subsequent amount to capital gains,
and that can definitely be worth it.

Lets move off of restricted stock and go over to performance share units. Perfor-
mance share plans, often called phantom stock are similar to stock appreciation rights
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but by no means identical. I guess the main difference between phantom stock and
an SAR is, in the case of an SAR, you're essentially getting the margin. You're
getting the appreciation in the value of the stock over time so, for example, if I give
you an SAR for IBM when IBM is treding at 50, and then two years later it's 60, you
don't get 60, you get 10.

In the case of a performance share or phantom share plan, you will get the entire
value of the unit, whether or not the unit is framed in terms of a share of stock or
some kind of a synthetic unit based on a combination of different factors within the
company, or whatever this unit is, you will get the entire value. The salient distinction
there, from the point of view of comparing the tax treatment of SARs to the tax
trea'enent of phantom shares and performance units, which is something that I think
it's appropriate to get into some more detail later when we talk about constructive
receipt, is that with SARs, you can pretty much allow the person to draw his SAR
down at any time without current taxation until he actually does the drawdown. In
the phantom unit situation, the elections have to be carefully structured so that the
taxation doesn't occur until actual receipt. I'll hearken back to that when we talk
about constructive receipt as to why the SAR gets better, more liberal, more relaxed
treatment from the point of view of structuring of elections, than do phantom units.
However, I just want to plant a seed in your mind that with SARs you can generally
structure very easily, with almost no significant rules and election procedures, whereas
with phantom units you get back into the issue of whether or not you want to
knuckle under to the IRS's position and what you can permit people to do in terms of
elections.

At this point, I will go back to Arthur for some of the rules relating to the new
$1 million limitation on compensation.

MR. WOODARD: Section 162(m) is new. It's the newest thing we're going to talk
about. It just came in January 1, 1994. What does it do, and why does it do it?
What it does is it denies a deduction to any publicly held corporation for compensation
paid to a covered employee in a taxable year to the extent the compensation exceeds
$1 million. That's what it does. Why does it do it? It does it pretty much as a
political solution to a lot of the outcries we talked about. You'll see how political it is
when you realize it's only in excess of $1 million, which most people think is a pretty
big number, and the definition of covered employee is defined as the individual who is
the CEO on the last day of the year and any other individual whose compensation is
required to be reported to shareholders under the Secur'rdesExchange Act of 1934
because the individual is among the four highest other compensated officers of the
company. It's five people only that it applies to: the CEO and the four highest paid
officers. It only denies a deduction above $1 million. I think that's a pretty political
animal. It doesn't say that it's across the board. It was intended, I think, to be a
statement that Congress is out there tying to stop certain things.

The limIt does not apply to a lot of the things we're talking about. If the amount is
paid to an executive under a performance based program, it does not count against
the $1 million limit. In order to be a performance based program, the payment has to
be payable on account of the attainment of one or more performance goals. The
performance goals have to be established by a compensation committee of outside
directors. That's the other political statement. Most major companies have them
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anyway. The compensation committee must have two or more people, and no inside
directors on that committee, at least for this purpose.

The material terms of the compensation, the performance goals, have to be approved
by shareholders before payment is made, and after the time is run but before perfor-
mance is made, the compensation committee has to certify that the performance
goals have been satisfied. What has all of this done to a large extent? It's made
consultants very happy because they've been able to do all kinds of charts and
planning in general under this and the new shareholder disclosure rules for proxy
statements. It's also made people who serve on compensation committees extremely
unhappy, because now the SEC and Congress have given them a lot of responsibil-
ities they never had in the past or didn't think they had in the past, and have made
them potentially liable for a lot of things in the future. I'm finding that compensation
committees are becoming extremely difficult to deal with in the real world. They want
an answer to everything, and if Andy hasn't already made it clear, there are a lot of
things that we can't answer in black and white. This may be good, this may not be
good. This may be this, this may be that.

MR. ORINGER: Arthur, you mentioned that most companies already have outside
committees in place, but there is that issue, I guess, that the outside director require-
ment for 162(m) is different than the outside director requirement that we've been
living with under 16(b), and so there is a whole lot of controversy right now over
whether or not the people on the existing committees are going to continue to be
approved after the transition rules expire.

MR. WOODARD: There is a dollar limit as to how much an outside director can

receive or his or her business can receive from the company and qualifies an outside
director. That does not exist for securities law rules. That does exist for this, and
there's been a lot of talk about changing that dollar limit.

MR. INGUI: Let's take some questions now. We'll try to quickly cover golden
parachutes in the next session.

MR. J. BRADFORD FISHER: I was wondering if someone cared to address the
application of the $7,500 deferral limit under a 457 plan when the 457 plan is set up
as a defined-benefit plan.

MR. ORINGER: I think the best estimate as to what goes on there is that, and maybe
this is going to be an unsatisfactory answer because it just throws it back in your
court, you do a present value of the accrual for any particular year in excess of the
amount previously accrued (i.e., the marginal accrual from year to year). That
becomes the amount accrued in that year, and if that amount is in excess of the
$7,500, then you have run afoul of the $7,500 limital_on to the extent of the excess.
There are people who think you can draft a plan to say that the excess is not really
paid under this plan but paid under a non-457 plan and currently taxable. However, I
don't lose the 457 shelter, as to the amounts that are within the $7,500 limitation.
My conversations with some people at the IRS and probably some people in this area
is that they are not really adverse to that. They don't want to see people shooting
themselves in the foot as to the whole amount, just because they go over by a
penny. I think you would do a present value analysis. But as to what you would use
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to do the present value analysis, I wouldn't be surprised if a lawyer would defer to
you.

MR. INGUI: There's a simple way around it. One way you do it is you set up two
plans. Unless you know basically actuarially that you're not going to violate the
$7,500 rule, based on the value of these accruals, what you do is you set up an
eligible defined-contribution 457 plan for the $7,500. Then you set up an ineligible
457 plan as the wraparound, that gives the full defined benefit, less a carve out of the
$7,500. This is similar to nonqualified defined benefit that wraps around a qualified
defined-contribution plan. That's probably the simplest way around the rule. You set
up two plans, then you structure the ineligible plan very carefully so that the person
doesn't vest un'dlhe or she retires and at that point you pay it all out in a lump sum
and he or she pays the taxes.

MR. ORINGER: That's the trick. As a business matter, as an employment rela'dons
matter, is it going to be approved that he doesn't vest until he retires?

MR. INGUI: Either that or he has to understand he's going to pay taxes on it when
he vests.

MR. ORINGER: I think that's right. Thanks.

MS. LESLIE L. THOMPSON: A lot of our SERPs are designed to replace income and
then are offset by qualified plan money and a piece of social security. Can you
comment on any of these plans, when they trigger against the social security earnings
limit?

MR. INGUI: You mean about the taxation on it?

MS. THOMPSON: That social security becomes taxed away because of receipt.

MR. INGUI: I was going to cover that in the third session under actuarial issues.
We'll cover that in the third session. This is going to be strange because you're going
to have questions, which we may get to in the latter session, so I'm going to defer
those questions if I think we're going to cover them.

MR. ORINGER: Just one quick comment on the question is that the IRS has indicated
that the fact that a benefit disappears over time because it's wrapped around doesn't
necessarily mean the taxation waits. We'll talk about how it works in detail later, but
the IRS has indicated that just because you may accrue a gap and the gap may shrink
because the qualified benefit may rise closing the gap, that maybe that does not
forestall the bad result that you're worded about.

MR. INGUI: These are some big issues, and we're going to cover them in
Section 3.

MR. GENE BRYANT FIFE: On some private letter rulings from the IRS I've seen plans
that are deferred compensation that are negotiated by unions. I wondered, what is
the basis for a union being able to do that if it's only subject to a large group of
employees.
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MR. INGUI: When you say negotiated by union, for who?

MR. FIFE: I think one of them was in 1990 there was a private letter ruling talking
about when you recognize FICA taxation and the proration of the year since 1983
over the total number of years.

MR. WOODARD: I think we just played stump the band. I am not familiar with the
rulings. I am certainly not familiar with any carve out--there's no carve out for unions
in this area like there is in the multiemployer plan section or anything. It should be the
same rules. If you're saying it covers all union members, then I really don't know
what it is. It wouldn't be something that we're talking about up here. If it's only
covering union management, it would be subject to the same kinds of rules we're
talking about. A union, as an employer is entitled to do what any other private
employer is doing, but beyond that I don't know. If you want to send me one of
them, I'll be happy to look at it and try to respond, but I don't know what it is.
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